FINANCE COMMITTEE ON ROAD

MINUTES

May 13, 2008

Attendance: Members: Carl Akins, Nicholas Sarris, Matt Spinale
Highway Department: Craig Hughes, Superintendent of Streets
Selectman’s Liaison: Kathy Weld
Warrant Committee’s Liaison: Joe Melican

Minutes: Minutes of the April 15, 2008 meeting were approved as written.

Street Sweeper: Repair of the street sweeper has been completed. Sweeping has been resumed and the program is on schedule.

General Discussion: Preparations underway for Memorial Day Services. Police continue morning patrols to control the ongoing dumping of trash on roads through town. Progress is being made. Water hookup for the development project next to the cemetery will begin in the next few weeks. Expressions of congratulations and thanks were made by committee members to Kathy Weld and Joe Melican as they complete their tenure on the committee.

Next Meeting: Next meeting September 16, 2008.

Respectfully submitted,

Matthew D. Spinale, Jr., Chair